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The Alliance for Affordable Energy’s Response to  
Entergy New Orleans, LLC Reliability Project Status Report 

 
 

The Alliance appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on Entergy New Orleans 

LLC, (“ENO”) Reliability Project Status Report (“Report”), filed November 30, 3018.  ENO’s 

report is a brief update with projected avoided interruptions, dollars spent, and project status for 

their FOCUS and Backbone programs. The Alliance is encouraged to see the completion of 16 

projects, with an additional 10 projects underway, each with significant assumed avoided 

customer interruptions.  

Based on the data provided in this report, the FOCUS and Backbone projects completed 

as of October 31, 2018 forecast annual avoided customer interruptions of 9,513, with an 

additional 7,139 annual interruptions avoided upon the completion of the rest of ENO’s planned 

projects. In addition to these specific remediation programs and their associated avoided 

interruptions, ENO reports that work completed by a dedicated team of Reliability Service Men, 

has “prevented potential outages that may have resulted in an estimated 80,000 customer 

interruptions.” Finally, as a result of having additional crews available to respond to Tropical 

Storm Gordon, which thankfully did not impact New Orleans, ENO reports these crews 

completed work that “is estimated to have prevented outages that may have resulted in 
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approximately 63,000 customer interruptions.”  These projected numbers are extraordinary and 

represent a total of more than 152,513 customer interruptions depending on the lifetime of the 

annually avoided interruptions. 

Unfortunately, the only data in this docket that reports numbers of “customer 

interruptions” already experienced is a table on page ii of the Quanta Assessment, filed October 

31, 2018.  Further, this table only provides the customer interruptions numbers for 2017 and 

2018 from January-October 21. The Alliance cannot identify reporting of any prior year’s total 

customer interruptions. The calculation of customer interruptions in the Quanta assessment does 

not appear to be comparable to the data reported in ENO’s Bi-Monthly Outage Cause Analysis 

where “Total Customers Affected” are reported and August-September 2018 alone reports 

129,034 total customers affected.  

We understand the distinction between outages and customer interruptions, however, 

without some standardized values across reports, it is difficult to ascertain the actual progress 

being made as a result of the work underway, and impossible to project the future effectiveness 

of the remediation projects in the context of reliability problems already experienced in New 

Orleans.  Therefore, the Alliance recommends the utility provide customer interruption data from 

previous years, employing the same calculations used in their forecasted improvements and 

avoided interruptions from Progress Reports. In addition, ENO’s Bi-Monthly update should 

include “customer interruptions” alongside the existing reporting.  

 ENO’s efforts are reportedly somewhat under budget for completed projects and, with a 

few exceptions, projects underway appear to be on-target for their budgets or better, which is 

reassuring considering the total costs for remediation. Unfortunately his report does not provide 

the cost for the additional work completed by the Reliability Service Men team or the work done 
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with crews in place for Tropical Storm Gordon. That work is apparently not part of ENO’s 

FOCUS or Backbone remediation programs so budget comparisons are difficult at this time, but 

considering the very high values for avoided customer interruptions for these two items the 

Alliance would like to see the total cost. 

Finally, the Alliance is interested in the outcome of ENO’s review and assessment of 

transmission related outages and, as noted in our comments to the Quanta report, a better 

understanding of the utility’s designation of substation outages as transmission or distribution 

reliability.  

Conclusion 

The Alliance is generally encouraged by ENO’s status report, and looks forward to 

continued improvements in reliability. We do believe reporting should be standardized across 

this docket in order for stakeholders to compare past outages, projected avoided interruptions, 

and finally determine if these forecasted improvements meet expectations.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

___________________________________ 

Logan Atkinson Burke 
Executive Director 
Alliance for Affordable Energy 
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